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Brandenburg Concerto 
No. 1 in F Major, BWV 1046

[Allegro] 
Adagio 
Allegro 

Menuet–Trio–Polonaise–Trio

Brandenburg Concerto 
No. 3 in G Major, BWV 1048

[Allegro] 
un poc’ Allegro (transcribed from Organ Trio Sonata No. 4 in E Minor, BWV 528)

Allegro

- Intermission -

Was mir behagt, ist nur die muntre Jagd, BWV 208
(“Hunting Cantata”)

Birthday Cantata for Prince Christian von Sachsen-Weißenfels (1713)
Text by Salomo Franck (1659–1725)

Sinfonia: Allegro from Oboe Concerto in F Major, BWV 1053
Recitative (Diana) - Was mir behagt, ist nur die muntre Jagd!

Aria (Diana) - Jagen ist die Lust der Götter
Recitative (Endymion) - Wie, schönste Göttin? Wie?

Aria (Endymion) - Willst du dich nicht mehr ergetzen
Recitative (Diana, Endymion) - Ich liebe dich zwar noch!

Recitative (Pan) - Ich, der ich sonst ein Gott in diesen Feldern bin
Aria (Pan) - Ein Fürst ist seines Landes Pan!

Recitative (Pales) - Soll dann der Pales Opfer hier das letzte sein?
Aria (Pales) - Schafe können sicher weiden

Recitative (Diana) - So stimmt mit ein
Chorus - Lebe, Sonne dieser Erden

Duet (Diana, Endymion) - Entzücket uns beide
Aria (Pales) - Weil die wollen-reichen Heerden / Trio Sonata in F Major, BWV 1040

Aria (Pan) - Ihr Felder und Auen, laßt grünend euch schauen
Chorus - Ihr lieblichste Blicke, ihr freudige Stunden
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Program Notes

On 24 March 1721, a few days after his thirty-sixth birthday, 
J. S. Bach signed the dedicatory preface to a meticulously 
prepared and beautifully penned manuscript of Concerts 

avec plusieurs instruments (“Concertos with several instruments”), 
an offering to the Margrave Christian Ludwig of Brandenburg, who 
lived in Berlin. Bach did not compose these concertos specifically 
for this collection; indeed, the set can be seen as his selection of 
the best concerto movements he had written over the previous 
decade, as he encountered, emulated, and finally assimilated the 
concerto style of Vivaldi and other contemporary Italian masters.

Early definitions of the concerto as a musical genre alternatively 
(and ambiguously) translate the term as “disputation” and 
“agreement”—scarcely a sign of terminological clarity! 
Nevertheless, this contradiction does give a useful sense of 
the formal rhetoric of the concerto: the very differentiation of 
instrumental forces into tutti and solo groupings generates 
an immediate sense of opposition, or disputation, but the 
composer’s task is to render this opposition productive and 
agreeable. Bach and the composers of his day used the term 
“concerto” quite promiscuously: it is, for example, one of Bach’s 
customary generic titles for the works we now call “cantatas”—an 
acknowledgment of the contrasts between instrumental and 
vocal, or solo and choral forces, all functioning in “concert.”

Bach’s first essays in emulating the Italian concerto took the 
form of keyboard transcriptions, or arrangements, of published 
concertos by Vivaldi and others. The transfer of the idiom from the 
orchestral originals to keyboard, whether organ or harpsichord, 
radically narrowed the range of contrast possible between the 
opposing sonorities, but it still afforded ample experience in 
manipulating the formal and technical devices of the Italians. 
Most important among these was the use of ritornello form as 
a structural principle. (In this type of form, a memorable block 
of music returns in various guises at strategic points in the 
piece as an audible musical marker, simultaneously establishing 
shape and coherence through repetition, and generating 
considerable musical tension by being recalled in various keys.) 
This principle later informs not only Bach’s grasp of the concerto 
proper, but virtually every genre in which he composed.

Bach’s concerto transcriptions for keyboard arose during his 
employment as organist, and later Kapellmeister, at the ducal court 
of Weimar. Upon taking up duties as the Kapellmeister to the Prince 
of Anhalt-Köthen in 1717, Bach was expected to compose regularly 
for the court orchestra, and he transferred the concerto style back to 
its native, orchestral habitat, now in music of his own composition. 
Thus by the time he copied out the manuscript for the Margrave, 
he would have had several years’ supply of orchestral works from 
which to draw. This may account, at least in part, for the diversity 
of style and instrumentation in the collection: from the smooth, 

sonorous agreement of all the instruments in the Sixth, to the highly 
developed contrasts of the Fourth, with its distinctive recorders, 
or the Fifth, with its three independent soloists, we can hear Bach 
experimenting with different realizations of the concerto idea.

Eager perhaps to offer a collection which would effectively 
compliment the Margrave’s excellent orchestra, Bach’s aims 
in revision and compilation seem to have been to present six 
entirely disparate solutions to the concerto genre, which was 
by no means fixed and which could imply many instrumental 
combinations. Never, in fact, was he to better his achievement 
here, and each concerto seems exhaustively to exploit a different 
aspect of the genre: no two share the same instrumentation.

— John Butt, Alan Lewis, & Kristi Brown-Montesano

continued…

Portrait of Margrave Christian Ludwig of Brandenburg-Schwedt 
(1677–1734) by Antoine Pesne (1683–1757), 1730.
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Program Notes

Brandenburg Concerto No 1 in F Major, BWV 1046

An early version of the first Brandenburg Concerto (without 
the violino piccolo) contains only the first two movements 
and the minuet. In the later version, the added third 

movement helps transform the music from a sinfonia into a 
concerto form. This Allegro later appears as a choral movement in 
Cantata 207, which could imply that it might have originated as a 
choral piece that has subsequently been lost. What distinguishes 
this concerto from the other five is the addition of four dance 
movements (the first of which, Menuetto, alternates with the 
remaining three). This gives the work the character of a French 
suite, something which would doubtless have flattered the 
Francophile tastes of the Margrave. Although in comparison with 
the contemporary works of Vivaldi, Telemann and Handel, these 
Brandenburg Concerti seem that much more densely composed, 
Bach is never a victim of musical cholesterol: every added 
note and figuration contributes to the overall momentum and 
affect, Bach’s extravagance is always “economical” and relevant. 
And—as the dances show—he was not afraid to adopt a lighter 
texture when it suited the style of the musical genre. — J.B.

Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 in G Major, BWV 1048

Sonorous repartee invigorates the more traditional homogeneous 
string instrumentation of the Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 in G 
major. The three distinct groups—violins, violas, and violoncellos 
(joined, of course, by the basso continuo)—conflate the roles 
of solo and ripieno, sustaining a harmonic fullness amid the 
contrapuntal interaction. The delightful, three-way motivic rallies 
provide balance and energy to the two fast movements, an energy 
checked only momentarily by the interpolated central trio. — K.B.

•

“Was mir behagt, ist nur die muntre Jagd” BWV 208

While it is well known that Bach held court titles at Weimar, 
Köthen, and later Dresden, his long association with the 
court of Christian of Saxe-Weißenfels is often forgotten. 

But Bach enjoyed the patronage of this important center of church 
music, court entertainment and opera from 1713 until the duke’s 
death in 1736. In fact, so well did Bach know the court singers there 
that he married one in December 1721: Anna Magdalena Wilcke.

Cantata 208 is the earliest surviving work relating to Bach’s 
association with the Weißenfels court. In fact it is also the earliest 
surviving secular cantata by Bach and the first to employ “modern” 
secco recitative (the influence of the operatic establishment at 
the court?). We know that Bach visited Weißenfels for the duke’s 
birthday in February 1713, and given the duke’s passionate concern 
for hunting it seems almost certain that this celebration was marked 
with the first performance of Bach’s “hunting” cantata. While the text 

contains little of narrative interest—only Endymion’s fear of Diana’s 
desertion provides a moment of drama—it is easy to imagine how 
the duke would have been flattered by the sumptuous tributes from 
the ancient characters and by the sheer variety and extravagance 
of Bach’s music, perhaps his most ambitious project to date. The 
work would doubtlessly have begun with some orchestral sinfonia 
that has since become separated from the cantata score; here it is 
tempting to speculate that the early version of the first Brandenburg 
concerto—with its striking horn parts—may have filled this role. 

Certainly the two horn parts of the opening aria suggest that 
Christian was particularly proud of his horn players, probably the 
musicians who were most important to his hunting activities.

Although the individual movements are less fully-worked than 
those of Bach’s later cantatas, their conciseness results in an 
attractive sequence of pictorial movements, all creating varied 
and vivid “affects” which combine in a paean of praise to the duke. 
Pan’s aria shows the first example of the three-voiced oboe texture 
which was to become such a favorite in Bach’s cantata settings. 
A respite from hunting is enjoyed with Pales’ aria “Schafe können 
sicher weiden” in which Christian’s rule is likened to the care of a 
good shepherd. It is interesting to note that this—one of Bach’s 
most popular arias—is connected to a secular, rather than sacred, 
text; also interesting is the fact that the “tune” is most commonly 
recognized as the opening obbligato for the two recorders and 
not the vocal part. This is somehow typical of Bach’s character 
as a composer: the most essential musical material is so often 
presented in the “inessential” introduction, onto which the vocal 
line is subsequently grafted. Pales’ second aria is another to enjoy 
widespread popularity, although in its later guise in Cantata 68. 
This original version is much simpler, although the basic “idea” of 
the music is already present: the spinning bass-line which seems to 
create a momentum which lasts to the final note. Again this material 
is not essentially melodic (i.e., whistleable), but its complex motivic 
structure is immediately appealing. The ensuing instrumental 
ritornello (perhaps added for a second performance) inverts the 
theme into the upper voice above the bass line. This (a common 
device with Italianate composers of the early eighteenth century) 
shows the adaptability of the material, something which is also 
evident in the fugue “Lebe, Sonne dieser Erden” where each voice 
sings essentially the same material, even after the initial subject.

Bach evidently considered himself to have reached a certain 
level of musical achievement with “Was mir behagt” since he 
was not averse to repeating it. Indeed the last documented 
performance was in August 1742, where the text was 
changed to celebrate Friedrich August II of Saxony: clearly 
Bach was more devoted to his music than to his masters.

— John Butt
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Text & Translation

Was mir behagt, ist nur die muntre Jagd, BWV 208  (“Hunting Cantata”)

1. Recitative (Diana)
Was mir behagt,
Ist nur die muntre Jagd!
Eh noch Aurora pranget,
Eh sie sich an den Himmel wagt,
Hat dieser Pfeil schon angenehme Beut erlanget!

What pleases me
is the lively hunt alone!
Before Aurora shimmers,
before she ventures into the skies,
this arrow has already struck a handsome catch!

2. Aria (Diana)
Jagen ist die Lust der Götter,
Jagen steht den Helden an!
  Weichet, meiner Nymphen Spötter,
  Weichet von Dianen Bahn!

Hunting is the joy of the gods,
hunting is for heroes!
  Make way, you scoffers of my nymphs,
  make way for Diana’s path!

3. Recitative (Endymion)
Wie? schönste Göttin? wie?
Kennst du nicht mehr dein vormals halbes Leben?
Hast du nicht dem Endymion
In seiner sanften Ruh
So manchen Zuckerkuß gegeben?
Bist du denn, Schönste, nu
Von Liebesbanden frei?
Und folgest nur der Jägerei? 

What? loveliest goddess? what?
You no longer know him who was once half your life?
Have you not given to Endymion
in his gentle rest
so many sweet kisses?
Are you then, o beauty, now
released from the bonds of love?
And you pursue only the chase?

4. Aria (Endymion)
Willst du dich nicht mehr ergötzen
An den Netzen 
Die der Amor legt?
  Wo man auch, wenn man gefangen,
  Nach Verlangen,
  Lust und Lieb in Banden pflegt.

Will you no longer delight
in the snares 
that Cupid sets?
  In them, after one is caught
  by desire,
  in captivity joy and love are nurtured.

5. Recitative (Diana & Endymion)
Ich liebe dich zwar noch!
Jedoch 
Ist heut ein hohes Licht erschienen,
Das ich vor allem muß
Mit meinem Liebeskuß
Empfangen und bedienen!
Der teure Christian,
Der Wälder Pan,
Kann in erwünschtem Wohlergehen
Sein hohes Ursprungsfest itzt sehen!
     So gönne mir,
     Diana, daß ich mich mit dir
     Itzund verbinde
     Und an sein Freuden-Opfers zünde. -
Ja! ja! wir tragen unsre Flammen
Mit Wunsch und Freuden itzt zusammen! 

Indeed, I still love you!
However
today an exalted light has risen,
which above all I must
with my loving kiss
embrace and serve!
The dear Christian,
Pan of the forest,
can now in desired prosperity
observe his noble birthday festival!
     Then permit me,
     Diana, with you
     to join now
     and set his joyful tribute alight. -
Yes, yes! We bring our torches
now together with good wishes and happiness!

6. Recitative (Pan)
Ich, der ich sonst ein Gott
In diesen Feldern bin,
Ich lege meinen Schaferstab
Vor Christians Regierungszepter hin,
Weil der durchlauchte Pan das Land so glücklich machet,
Daß Wald und Feld und alles lebt und lachet!

I, who am usually a God 
in these fields,
lay my shepherd’s staff
before Christian’s ruling scepter,
since this serene Pan has made the land so happy,
that forest and field and everything live and laugh!

7. Aria (Pan)
Ein Fürst ist seines Landes Pan!
Gleichwie der Körper ohne Seele
Nicht leben, noch sich regen kann,
So ist das Land die Totenhöhle,
Das sonder Haupt und Fürsten ist
Und so das beste Teil vermißt.

A Prince is the Pan of his country!
Just as the body without the soul
cannot live, nor control itself,
so a country is a cavern of death
which has no leader and prince,
and thus is lacking its best part.
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8. Recitative (Pales)
Soll den der Pales Opfer hier das letzte sein?
Nein! Nein!
Ich will die Pflicht auch niederlegen,
Und da das ganze Land von Vivat schallt,
Auch dieses schöne Feld
Zu Ehren unserem Sachsenheld
Zur Freud und Lust bewegen. 

Shall then Pales’ gift be the last here?
No! No!
I will also lay my service down,
and since the entire land resounds with Vivat,
this lovely meadow as well,
to honor our Saxon hero,
I shall inspire to joy and delight.

9. Aria (Pales)
Schafe können sicher weiden,
Wo ein guter Hirte wacht.
  Wo Regenten wohl regieren,
  Kann man Ruh und Friede spüren
  Und was Länder glücklich macht.

Sheep can graze securely
where a good shepherd watches.
  Where rulers govern well
  quiet and peace can be experienced
  and all that makes countries happy.

10. Recitative (Diana)
So stimmt mit ein
Und laßt des Tages Lust vollkommen sein!

So let us sing together
and let the day’s delight be complete!

11. Chorus
Lebe, Sonne dieser Erden,
  Weil Diana bei der Nacht
  An der Burg des Himmels wacht,
  Weil die Wälder grünen werden,
  Lebe, Sonne dieser Erden.

Live, sun of this earth,
  since Diana at night
  watches from the fortress of heaven,
  since the forests grow green;
  live, sun of this earth.

12. Duet (Diana & Endymion)
Enzücket uns beide,
Ihr Strahlen der Freude,
  Und zieret den Himmel mit Demantgeschmeide!
  Fürst Christian weide
  Auf lieblichsten Rose, befreiet vom Leide!

Enchant us both,
you beams of joy,
  and adorn heaven with jewels of diamond!
  Lay Prince Christian 
  upon loveliest roses, freed from sorrow!

13. Aria (Pales)
Weil die wollenreichen Herden
Durch dies weitgepriesne Feld
Lustig ausgetrieben werden,
Lebe dieser Sachsenheld!

Since the woolly flocks
through this widely-praised meadow
are joyfully scattered,
long live this Saxon hero!

14. Aria (Pan)
Ihr Felder und Auen,
Laßt grünend euch schauen,
Ruft Vivat itzt zu!
  Es lebe der Herzog in Segen und Ruh!

You fields and meadows,
show yourselves verdantly,
cry Vivat now to him!
  May the Duke live in blessing and peace!

15. Chorus
Ihr lieblichste Blicke, ihr freudige Stunden,
Euch bleibe das Glücke auf ewig verbunden!
  Euch kröne der Himmel mit süßester Lust!
  Fürst Christian lebe! Ihm bleibe bewußt,
  Was Herzen vergnüget,
  Was Trauren besieget!

Die Anmut umfange, das Glücke bediene
Den Herzog und seine Luise Christine!
  Sie weiden in Freuden auf Blumen und Klee,
  Es prange die Zierde der Fürstlichen Eh,
  Die andre Dione,
  Fürst Christians Krone!

You loveliest prospects, you happy hours,
may good fortune remain forever united with you!
  May heaven crown you with sweetest delight!
  Long live Prince Christian! May he always know
  what pleases the heart,
  what conquers sadness!

Embrace the charm, serve the happiness
of the Duke and his Luise Christine!
  They pasture in joy upon blossoms and clover,
  may the glory of the princely honor shine,
  the other Dione,
  Prince Christian’s crown!

Text & Translation


